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THE PREAMBLE

Welkom to the most unique cycling event(s) in the U.S. — the Belgian Wa!e 
Ride—affectionately known as"the BWR. This is the third edition of the 
Cedar City event, which was won by Whitney Allison and Peter Stetina last 
year. We're excited to offer something completely different with the Cedar 
City location and give riders a chance to race on a gravel, sand and rock 
route, at altitude, against some of the best cyclists from the road, gravel, 
mountain and unroad scenes. 

Cedar City has been incredibly inviting and accommodating of the event’s 
needs and has really rolled out the red, yellow and black carpet for us. This 
year, we are excited to be able to offer the essential elements of a proper 
BWR with wa!es, cycling in its extreme and beer… We will also have a pre-
race party, on Friday night before the race, and will announce the winner of 
the OpiCure Foundation’s Canyon Bike Giveaway. 

The BWR Utah, the Hell of the South (Utah), has a parcourse that is quite 
the juxtaposition to the ones  run in California or elsewhere. The only Euro-
style Spring Classic on American soil, the BWR CA is a Road Race 
punctuated by two dozen unroad sectors (read: dirt for 55-miles) over 
roughly 137-miles and 11,000 feet of climbing. The Utah BWR in Cedar City 
is"an Unroad Race broken up with roughly nine road sectors and half the 
climbing of San Diego."Regardless of the vital stats, the BWR Utah race will 
offer up the same type of insanity, challenge and the unparalleled 
experience that has made the BWR notorious and noteworthy." 

The BWR Utah edition has drawn world-class cyclists from around the 
globe… including numerous former WorldTour riders, defending champions 
from BWR CA, and many more just to partake of the unique challenge of the 
day. Riders coming to win will have their work cut out for them. And, riders 
of all abilities will tackle the same course at the same time after the start 
gun goes off and an initial neutral section of four miles is completed."The 
Wafer Ride will start just after the Wa!e Ride and will traverse a course 
79-miles in length, the first 58-miles of which are on the Wa!e course. 
The last eight-miles of the Wafer route also follow the Wa!e course. 



W H AT MAK ES THE BWR SPECIAL?
If you want to get technical, it’s the only race of its kind that covers as much 
distance of combined road and unroad sectors through the beautiful Utah 
scenery and terribly challenging terrain. It’s also the most unique one-day 
cycling event in the country, because everyone says it is. But, its 212-kilometers 
of suffering over sinuous, bone grinding roads, sandy trails and single-tracks 
fraught with rocks, arduous climbs, gravel, choking dust, in head-swelling heat 
(or rain) fought against the wind (always a headwind) make it so.  

And yet, we like to think it’s special because the BWR can be a metaphor for 
something much bigger...  

The literal BWR starts out as a celebration (with wa!es) and the promise of 
greatness to follow (riding bikes is great), which includes Lost Abbey Belgian ale 
at the end. But the journey really begins the day one registers to take it on. Once 
committed, there is indeed greatness and excitement, but there are also ups 
and downs with pandemics, injuries, life challenges, mechanicals and flat tires. 
Things we sometimes don’t wager on. While there may be a plan for training, 
and there certainly is a course to navigate, there is no proverbial ‘unroad map’ 
on how to survive when things go sideways. The BWR offers an extreme event 
for the best among us, but also a simple, back-to-the-basics challenge that 
makes it irresistible to some... though frightening to onlookers. Still, others find 
some deeper meaning attached to the journey. It’s transcendent.  

And then, there is the finish. The elation. The joy. The reconnecting with loved 
ones and the celebration of the BWR experience... memories that sustain.  

The metaphor can take on the parallels of our life experiences. If we heed the 
lessons that our training imparts, we stand to gain many advantages for life in 
general. There are a number of edifying and entertain- ing nuggets that can be 
gleaned from this pursuit. The reality is the road is going to go up and down and 
things can get a bit dirty along the way, literally and metaphorically. Our work to 
get ready for such a challenge carries



with it a parallel to our life. No matter who we are, we’re all confronted with 
trails and stipulations, trials and tribulations, the heartening home runs and 
heartbreaks, setbacks and setups – all in the span of 7- or 15-hours, or 
something in between. Sectors in the BWR can serve as a reminder that some 
things aren’t as bad as we thought, and others are unexpectedly hard; like life. 

Like a test, a presentation, a graduation, a ceremony, the BWR is just a 
punctuating moment on the calendar, an a#rmation of where we are right at 
that instant. It’s a reflection of our current standing and stability in our growth 
as athletes; as humans. 

The BWR suggests a lot about our character, but does not represent it 
completely. It does, however, provide us a North Star to orient our day-to-day 
lives around. Its pursuit, always lingering in the back of our minds, offers an 
opportunity for getting in touch with our higher selves (or our inner chipmunk). 
The testing of limits we approach along the journey open us up to personal 
growth, the transcendence of doubt and ascendance to something which at 
times appears out of reach, much like the Muur van Kanarraville and its 20% 
grade. In this regard, the training is as important to our existence as it is to 
surviving or thriving in the BWR. 

The finish line can bring all sorts of surprises. For many, there is the elation of 
making it back all on their own. Others find extra joy in racing the whole thing, 
never flatting and finishing higher up the standings than they thought possible. 
Still, others finish with the same sense of peace and joy they started with. No 
matter, all rouleurs roll home with a great thirst for the Lost Abbey’s BWR 
BADASS Ale only finishers get to imbibe (or keep as a trophy, or both). 

Finally, whether it is our training or being immersed in The Tolweg’s nasty 
teeth, there is inherent happiness that occurs when one is in the state of flow —
when no other thoughts enter the mind other than the task at hand (which 
requires all of our critical thinking). Taking in all of the incredible moments of 
the event, just as one should in life, can be liberating. 



Listening to all the wonderful tales that manifest by way of the BWR, it becomes 
obvious that there is an internal peace to be found within the arc of the event, 
from registration to the finish line libations and sensations. The actuation of 
our inner spirit animal is what can make this thing so damn rad... there’s a 
majesty to reaching, aspiring and growing that is hard to achieve without a 
prism through which (like the BWR) it can be brought to life. We’d like the BWR 
to always be more than a day’s journey through the Hell of the West and, 
instead, resemble the apprenticeship of self-awareness, where the awareness 
gives way to more awareness, and more BWR BADASS Ale. 

The BWR, it’s a virtuous cycle and (bicycle) celebration; a metaphor for life. 



For 2022, for the entire Quadrupel Crown of Gravel series, Monuments of Cycling 
has partnered with Utah’s own OpiCure Foundation, which is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
committed to bringing awareness of opioid addiction, redefining best practices 
for recovery and devoting resources to affect positive change in the Utah 
community and beyond.  

Together, MoC and OpiCure want to raise awareness about the opioid crisis by 
using these large gravel races across the United States to showcase the power 
of the bicycle. OpiCure Foundation is built around a strong team, including 
stand-out cyclists and founders, Cullen and Gri#n Easter. The medical advisory 
board includes top addiction doctors and the cycling advisory board includes 
some of America’s top cycling names, Chris Horner and Howard Grotts. To learn 
more about OpiCure Foundation visit www.OpiCure.org.  

FYI - Gri"n finished second here last year after flatting in the Tolweg. He was 
third this year at BWR CA. But look for Cullen to leave his mark out there! 

DON’T FORGET TO ENTER TO WIN A CANYON HERE.



SCHEDULE 
Thursday, September 22 

6:00 pm: IRC Kolob Canyon Ride - Open to all! 
Kolob Visitor Center - East Kolob Canyon Road 

10-miles out & back 

Friday, September 23 
Main Street Park - 200 N Main St, Cedar City, UT 84721 

9:00 a.m.: Pablove Breakfast Burrito Ride - Open to all! 
10:00 - 6:00 p.m: Expo and Registration bib number pick up 

1:00 p.m.: Source Endurance - What to do on race day! 
2:00 p.m.: Pro Interviews 

3:00 p.m.: Mandatory Rider Briefing 
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.: Happy Hour, Dinner and Movie premiere at… 

Warehouse Bar & Kitchen 
432 N 100 W 

Saturday, September 24 
Main Street Park 

Expo and Belgian Wa!e Ride 
Vendors, Food Trucks, Music, Free Flowing Beer 

6:00 a.m.: Wa!e engorging commences 
7:15 a.m.: Riders enter the starting pen 

7:30 a.m.: Wa!e Start 
7:35 a.m.: Wafer Start  

11:00 a.m.: Music, Food and Beer 
2:00 p.m.: First Wa!e Riders Expected 

3:00 p.m.: Awards Ceremony & Canyon Bike Winner Announced 



LIVE COVERAGE 
The BWR UT’s live coverage of the event will be featured on Instagram 
Stories and is presented by Orange Seal. The men’s race can be viewed 
on the UNROAD UNLTD account on Instagram @UNROADUNLTD. The 
women’s race will be covered  on the BWR Instagram 
@BelgianWa!eRide. Please follow both accounts and @Orangesealed. 

Undefinable and Unruly, Unroad UNLTD is not about the usual, it’s about the 
Unusual. It’s for the free thinkers and free riders who have an Unmet desire 
for adventure and a happy disrespect for the usual way of riding a bike. Check 
us out at - https://www.youtube.com/c/UnroadUNLTD/  @UNROADUNLTD



https://ridewithgps.com/routes/40668671 

• 132-Miles/213-Kilometers  
• 6, 847 Feet of Climbing 
• 9 road sectors (the rest is Unroad)  
• 85% Unroad (Long, Sandy, Wet or Dry, Rocky, Hilly, Ugly) 
• Numerous Cattle Crossings, Water Crossings or Foot Bridges 
• 3 Queen/King of the Mountain segments 
• 3 Queen/King of the Dirt segments 
• 3 Queen/King of the Sprint segments 
• 7 Feed Zones 

Q/KOMs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690593 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29787770 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690578 

Q/KOSs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690665 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29791392 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29791335 

Q/KODs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25663082 
https://www.strava.com/segments/32624460 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690881 

WAFFLE COURSE SUMMARY



• 79-Miles/128-Kilometers 
• 3,647 feet of Climbing 
• 6 Road Sectors 
• 80% Unroad 
• 3 Feed Zones 

WAFER COURSE SUMMARY

The Wafer Ride will start just after the Wa!e Ride at 7:35 
a.m. and will traverse a course 79-miles in length, the first 
58-miles of which are on the Wa!e course. The last 8-
miles of the Wafer route also follow the Wa!e course. 

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/40438431!



• 132-Miles/213-Kilometers  
• 6, 847 Feet of Climbing 
• 9 Road Sectors 
• 85% Unroad  
•

• 3 Q/KOM Sectors 
• 3 Q/KOD Sectors 
• 3 Q/KOS Sectors 
• 7 Feed Zones

START/FINISH

= FEED ZONE

Q/KOS #1

Q/KOS #2

Q/KOS #3

Q/KOM #1

Q/KOM #3

Q/KOM #2

Q/KOD #2

Q/KOD #1

7 TOTAL

2022 BELGIAN WAFFLE RIDE UTAH COURSE



2022 BELGIAN WAFER RIDE UTAH COURSE

= FEED ZONE
3 TOTAL

• 79-Miles/128-Kilometers 
• 3,647 feet of Climbing 
• 3 Feed Zones 
• 6 Road Sectors 
• 80% Unroad 

2022 BELGIAN WAFER RIDE UTAH COURSE



The Route(s) 

At 131.6-miles in length, the BWR Utah is slightly shorter in length than the 
California event and climbs half the amount (but will hit an altitude of over 
6,500 feet), 85% of the course is Unroad; gravel, sand, rocks or dirt, and the 
headwinds from approximately mile-42 to mile-97 will have a definite bearing 
on whether people finish or not. Of course, the wind could pull a fast one if 
the weather is finicky. This is not to discount the other challenges of the 
course, of which there are many, including the need for tires at least 40mm in 
width. Please don’t say we didn’t warn you."THIS IS YOUR WARNING: When it 
doubt, add more rubber, more gears, more training, more grit, more wa!es, 
more beer." 

Leaving the start/finish line at Main Street Park, a prominent feature of 
downtown Cedar City, riders will depart in a neutral roll-out in three waves (1 - 
Men’s Wa!e, 2 - Women’s Wa!e, 3 - All Wafeurs)… all the way up until the 
Groene Vlag is waved at mile-five"when the racing will commence. Riders will 
encounter all sorts of different terrain, which is a hallmark for any BWR, and 
this event will offer numerous obstacles in the form of unroad sectors, sandy 
turns, rocky single track, sandy truck trails, gate crossings, rutted trails and 
gravel roads that roll to the horizon. For the Wa!e, there are seven Feed 
Zones and three for the Wafer. Please stop and refuel at each one; they’re 
roughly separated by 20-miles, the later ones come more frequently. 



WAFFLE WOMEN WILL START WITH THE MEN’S WAVE 
TO ALLOW A GREAT MANY MEN A WHEEL TO HIDE BEHIND





Hitting the first gravel road — Groene Vlaggen — soon after the waving of the 
green flag will be eye-opening for all but those who live in the area. The gravel 
will immediately slow people down, except for the leaders who will soon be 
down the groad. This section, after an initial slight downhill, will undulate with 
three distinct pitches before hitting the tiny town of Summit. By now, at 
mile-13, the field will have been obliterated into tiny little ‘groeperings’ as a left 
turn will take riders toward a tunnel and onto a long gravel straightaway that 
might be deceiving enough for some riders to try to catch the riders ahead.  

The next six- or seven-miles, the Kakaboulette"sector, will feel like a false flat 
but it’s a net-downhill sector that loses around 300 feet until hitting the corner 
of Little Salt Lake. This is where the race will take a decided turn for many, 
with the first BWR-like segment confronting riders. This is the first Queen/
King of the Dirt and Mountain competitions will commence with"Ronde van 
Rode Heuvels"and the Red Hills Climb,"Rode Heuvels. 

The next six- or seven-miles, the Kakaboulette"sector, will feel like a false flat 
but it’s a net-downhill sector that loses around 300 feet until hitting the corner 
of Little Salt Lake. This is where the race will take a decided turn for many, 
with the first BWR-like segment confronting riders. This is the first Queen/
King of the Dirt and Mountain competitions will commence with!Ronde van 
Rode Heuvels"and the Red Hills Climb,"Rode Heuvels.



The first climb is less than three-miles in length and only climbs a total of 436 
feet, but the trail is rutted and rocky, filled with tricky spots with a noticeably 
different colored dirt. In fact, this area is called Red Hills for the color of the!soil. 
The dirt sector continues along here for another seven-miles of incredibly fun 
but challenging terrain before arriving at the Parowan Gap where the first Feed 
Zone will be at mile-29.

After this first place to replenish water and food supplies, there will be a brief 
respite on asphalt for about one-mile before the gravel rollers of Horse Hollow 
on the sector known as!Rollers for Rouleurs, which is 10-miles of true gravel 
covering 10 rollers that collectively are sure to take the snap out of most every 
leg.!Toward the end there is the first Queen/King of the Sprint sector,!Paard 
Party (not to be confused with the Pity Party some may already be partaking of), 
which is an 8/10ths of a mile uphill slog. Hit it hard, because there is good news 
at the end… the next major sector takes a turn to the south and into the glorious 
headwind that will only get worse by the minute. 



If"Rollers for Rouleurs"was a gravel grinders heaven,"De Ruige Kale Heuvels 
Full"is much more of a single/double track trail for eight-miles, with its own set of 
unique challenges—elevated cattle crossings, sand, rocks, chupacabras, more 
sand, and, of course, that ever-increasing headwind. Take note of the Belgian 
Wa!e Beach sector, as at will let you know you are close to Feed Zone #2, which 
comes after a most glorious sector with a decidedly deranged climb out 
called"Als stroop een zandheuvel opduwen. Translated from Dutch crudely it 
means, “pushing up a sand hill like molasses.” Again, don’t say we didn’t warn you." 



Ahhh, riders won’t have seen asphalt for 20-miles at this point, but this 
 year instead of getting on the road for three-miles pushing downhill,  
riders get to enjoy the first new feature of the 2022 course. It’s a fantastic, 
flowy, free wheelin’ fete of single track in the Three Peaks MTB park,  
replete with berms, bumps, bridges and barricades. It’s called Drie Pieken.



Wafer

WAFER COURSE

The Wafer course follows the Waffle for the first 58-miles, 
enjoying all of the insanity these opening miles proffer. After 
indulging in all the single track of Drie Pieken, Wafeurs will stay 
on the road for a while, heading back toward Cedar City and the 
last 8-miles of the Waffle course.

The Wafer course does get to take in an unroad sector of 
its own on the way back to joining the Waffle course, 
which will happen at the third Feed Zone for Wafeurs 
(seventh for Waffluers). 

Wafeurs should take care to accommodate 
the leaders of the Waffle race who will be joining  
at this point. Stay to the right and enjoy the finish.



Soon thereafter is another new feature, Braapen Krankzinnigheid, which riders 
will be delighted to know is an old motocross track with endless twists and 
turns, sand and berms. If riders make it through this gauntlet they notice the 
headwind got turned up. That headwind signifies the beginning of the riddled 
‘two bump chump’ stretch and the second Queen/King of the Dirt 
sector,"Woest#n Werpheuverel. 



Once through the two bumps, a welcomed 
slight left turn offers up the second King/
Queen of the Mountain, the!KOMbewaren a 10-
km steady climb up a deceiving grade into a 
glorious headwind. In the misery here one 
must remind themself a recess is coming. 



At the top of the ascent of KOMbewaren at mile-73, riders will be encouraged to 
stop at Feed Zone #3, after which they make a left onto the Hwy and enjoy a 
brief descent before making a right onto Hommel Kamperfoelie. This downhill 
and flat sector will remind riders that this thing isn’t even close to over, even 
though the headwind has turned to a sidewind. Be on the lookout for bumble 
bees here along this stretch aptly named sector (Hommel Kamperfoelie means 
Bumblebee Honeysuckle in Dutch),!which will hopefully afford solo riders a 
chance to sit up and wait… wait for anyone to come along and share the wind 
with; all the way to the fourth Feed Zone at mile-88.5. The end of the dirt here 
means there is a nice flat unroad sector,  Kanarraheuvels, to break things up for 
a bit.. Take a good look to your left here, as you will be able to see the beginning 
of the end, the hardest, most sadistic feature of the course… 



But alas, riders still have another 20-miles of misery and match-burning, mostly 
into a headwind, before making the turn onto the final, hellacious climb, Muur 
van Kanarraberg. But still, the next  8-miles will be perhaps the most challenging 
of the entire race; spent head-down on gravel focusing on the Nieuwe Harmonie 
Grind, where riders will get to ride through hill and dale along the!No Harmony, 
but lots of Harm!sector back to the road at mile-96.  



Soon, at mile-97, the road will start to turn 
back toward home along another road 
sector, which features the second Queen/
King of the Sprint competition, Tarwegras 
Fulgas. Thereafter, a left at mile-104 
leaves riders with just 28-miles to go, but 
these last miles are by far the most 
dynamic, challenging, technical and brutal 
of the course, where many will have to get 
off their bikes and push and even more 
will come to know why we have warned 
everyone to go with wider tires. 



Once turning left off of Old US 91 to bypass Kanarraville on the Onstsnappen 
Kanarraville sector, there will be another dirty diversion, but with a tailwind. 
Once through this sandy sector, riders will want to take in a few breathes and 
drinks at the next Feed Zone at mile-106. There are less than three-miles up to 
the"Muur van Kanarraberg, the final Queen/King of the Mountain sector. Not 
to fret, there could be a tailwind here. 



Once riders have caught their breath it will be swiftly and deftly taken away as 
the right onto the Muur reveals a most unpleasant sight… if riders were to 
stretch their heads back and look up as high as they can into the mountain 
directly in front of them. It is here that riders should just stop, hyperventilate, 
steel themselves and perhaps say a prayer or two before re-mounting their 
bikes and click, click, clicking for their easiest gear. 



The BWR CA has always finished up the!Muur van Dubbelberg, which is 
preceded by a lengthy climb before hitting its 23% grade to the highest 
point above San Marcos. This has always been the defining moment of the 
race, as making it to the top almost always means a rider will make it to the 
finish line well below the mountain, but they still have to negotiate 
Twistenweg,!which often finds riders too tired to deal with its sandy, 
slippery turns. With this in mind, to somehow replicate this dynamic in 
Cedar City, we have placed this most diabolical!dirty detour here.  



Over the next three-miles riders will be confronted with myriad challenges, 
some of which will undoubtedly be physical - cramps for those that didn't take 
their Hyland’s Leg Cramps Tablets at the Feed Zones - but the more di#cult 
ones will be mental. After so many miles of headwinds and energy sapping 
unroads, most riders will not have heeded the warnings or read this Race B$bel 
with the deference it deserves. These will be the riders others will need to cheer 
on and encourage when passing them along the death march up the Muur. 

Peter Stetina, who reached the top first last year, setting the KOM again, 
suggests riders stay seated and try to find a good line through the washboards 
along the initial gravel climb. That’s his admonition to everyone. There will be 
13% or 14% inclines, but the average is more like an even 10%. The closer one 
gets to the top the more challenging the dirt becomes… unroad turns to powder 
and sand, which will force more than half the field to dismount and push their 
bikes, while their shoes fill with the soot only Kanarra Mountain can offer.



But remember, eventually most 
everyone will reach the top and       
 get to fly down the fun, twists    
   and turns of the!Down   
   Kanarra!sector that ends out  
     on the unroad sector leading  
      to the final Queen/King of the  
       Sprint climb up Shirtz Canyon  
      to the most technical sector  
        of the day,!The Tolweg 
         (Turnpuke).! 

  At the top of this unroad climb  
   there will be another Feed Zone  
    (#6 for the Wa"e), where  
 riders will have yet another 
place to gather their wits and 
summons their inner dirt devil, 
as the next four-miles will be  
  among the most focus- 
   requiring of all. (Read: skinny  
   tires need not apply.)



With every Belgian Wa!e Ride course over the past decade, each route has had 
dirty, dastardly and diabolical sectors that help give the event its 'most unique 
cycling event in the country’ moniker. The BWR Utah course to this point in the 
race has proffered incredible unroads, trails and otherwise single tracks, most 
of which are glorious rolling hills spiced up with sandy and rocky sectors just to 
keep riders on their game. And, of course, we’ve already mentioned the 
headwinds everywhere. While each of these unroad sectors look somewhat 
similar to the others,"Turnpuke, as it has become known,"is one that has a 
complexion all its own. This third installation of the Queen/King of the Dirt 
competition is actually 4.4-miles in length and twists and turns—sweeping and 
swooping—leaving riders weeping or whooping, depending on their single track 
skills and whatever energy they may have left, because they won’t encounter 
this most-feared of all sectors until mile-116. 



This definitive sector is a single track that contours Iron Hills, just above the 
valley floor, with its most prominent features being rocks, three dozen turns, 
boulders, junipers, sage brush, pines and more rocks. Riders may encounter one 
of the chupacabras who call Iron Hills home, but don’t fret, as they only eat skinny 
tires. Once a rider enters The Tolweg there is only one way out… no off-ramps, no 
7-11s, no connecting trails to cut through. It’s just the rider, their Canyon bike, 
their IRC tires, their technical skills, their remaining watts and the will to finish 
this damn race and enjoy a Belgian ale or 10. Once through The Tolweg, it's a 
virtual certainty riders will survive the third edition of the BWR CC. Congrats to 
them on making it this far, even if they had to get off and walk some more.

This definitive sector is a single track that contours Iron Hills, just above the valley 
floor, with its most prominent features being rocks, three dozen turns, boulders, 
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Once a rider enters The Tolweg there is only one way out… no off-ramps, no 7-11s, 
no connecting trails to cut through. It’s just the rider, their Canyon bike, their IRC 
tires, their technical skills, their remaining watts and the will to finish this damn 
race and enjoy a Belgian ale or 10. Once through The Tolweg, it's a virtual certainty 
riders will survive the third edition of the BWR CC. Congrats to them on making it 
this far, even if they had to get off and walk some more.



While it is true once through all the turnpuking, finishing will be a virtual certainty, 
the remaining course does offer up a unique element or two. Just a mile on the 
road after"The Tolweg, the route jumps across the 15 & over to the tricky and 
penultimate dirt sector, Holderdebolder, which finishes before a short road sector 
and then the final unroad sector, Holle berg Oversteken. Once that’s done, there is 
just the final 6-miles of road up to the final uphill sprint to glory, wa!es and beer. 



It is here at the finish line, listening to all the wonderful tales that will manifest by 
way of the BWR, it will become obvious that there is an internal peace to be 
found within the arc of the event, from registration to the finish line libations and 
sensations in between. The actuation of our inner spirit animal is what can 
make this thing so damn rad… there's a majesty to reaching, aspiring and 
growing that is hard to achieve without a prism through which (like the BWR) it 
can be brought to life. We'd like the BWR Utah to always be more than a day's 
journey through the Hell of the South (Utah) and, instead, resemble the 
apprenticeship of self-awareness, where the awareness gives way to more 
awareness, and more"BWR BADASSEDNESS.



SECTORS TO NOTE (IN ORDER) 
Groene Vlaggen: https://www.strava.com/segments/25663025 

Kakaboulette: https://www.strava.com/segments/25765094 

Rollers for Rouleurs: https://www.strava.com/segments/25663302 

De Ruigen Kale Heuvels Full: https://www.strava.com/segments/25877716 

Belgian Wa!e Beach: https://www.strava.com/segments/29331438 

Als stroop een zandheuvel opduwen: https://www.strava.com/segments/25663493 

Drie Pieken: https://www.strava.com/routes/2996536646458193630 

Braapen Krankzinnigheid: https://www.strava.com/routes/2996538354734610952 

Woest#n Werpheuvel: https://www.strava.com/segments/32624460 

KOMbewaren: https://www.strava.com/segments/29787770 

Hommel Kamperfoelie: https://www.strava.com/routes/2870496301035819612 

Voorgevel Gravel: https://www.strava.com/routes/2868871982443934834 

Kanarraheuvels: https://www.strava.com/routes/2996542759894590984 

Nieuwe Harmonie Grind: https://www.strava.com/segments/29806123 

Onstsnappen Kanarraville: https://www.strava.com/routes/2996583453248371102 

Muur van Kanarraberg: https://www.strava.com/segments/25690578 

Down Kanarra: https://www.strava.com/segments/25538991 

Hard Rennen: https://www.strava.com/segments/29791335 

The Tolweg (Turnpuke): https://www.strava.com/segments/25690881 

Holderdebolder: https://www.strava.com/segments/29954545 

Holle Berg Oversteken: https://www.strava.com/segments/29937765 

THIS IS HOW YOU WILL SPEND MOST OF YOUR DAY ON 
SEPTEMBER 24. THE REST WILL BE SPENT CONSUMING 
BELGIAN WAFFLES AND BEER, PLUS LUNCH. KAKABOULET! 



                 FEED ZONES  
There are seven Feed Zones on the Wa!e course (three for Wafer) to help 
get riders the proper Hydration and food requirements from Hammer 
Nutrition to finish the event. All of them are manned by volunteers giving 
their time to make riders’ experiences the best ever. We will also have 
Hyland’s Anti- Cramping Tablets to help riders make it to the finish.  

Hammer Nutrition Products:  
Heed  
Endurolytes Fizz  
Hammer Gel  
Hammer Bars  

Other food and beverages:  
Water 
Coke 
Bananas 
Peanut Butter Pretzels  
Fig Bars  
Peanut butter & Jelly Sandwiches 



WHAT DO I GET WHEN YOU REGISTER?  
First off, you should get a nice email from us politely asking if you bumped 
your head and maybe made a mistake. Once that is cleared up, you will be 
given a series of emails detailing the course sectors and important offers 
from BWR partners, one by one. Many people don’t read these and then 
complain later on that they didn’t know important details like start time or 
venue address. Each one offers you a reminder to switch to the Wafer or 
simply opt out this year and give your entry to a better prepared friend. 

In terms of accouterments, every rider will receive:  

BWR swag bag that contains many important items -  

BWR branded saddle bag from ALMSTHRE 

Race Number and RFID Tag (for o#cial finishing time) 

Wrist Band, which gets you...  

+Pre- and Post-Race Wa!es and coffee & beverages  

+Beer  

+Lunch 

+Finisher’s Beer Bottle Trophy from Lost Abbey 

T-Shirts and other BWR gear will be available at the merchandise booth. 



WAFFLES LOVINGLY PREPARED BY GEAR GRINDER GRILL

+ BWR Swag Bag 

+ BWR branded saddle bag from ALMSTHRE 

+ Race Number and RFID Tag 

+Pre- and Post-Race Wa!es, coffee & beverages  

+Beer  

+Lunch 

+Finisher’s Beer Bottle Trophy from Lost Abbey



TIMING AND SCORING: VERY IMPORTANT! 
 
Our timing and scoring partner is OmniGo! https://www.omnigoevents.com  

Riders will be assigned a color-coded race number for their bike. The color 
and number of the race number is related to the event they have signed up 
for - Wa!e, Women’s Wa!e, Wafer. 

OmniGo! will also have RFID mats out at numerous locations on the course, 
making it impossible for riders to cut the course and claim to have done the 
entire route. This technology will also be used to track lead riders for the 
announcers on the live broadcast feed and finish line announcements during 
the Expo.  

OmniGo! will also have the Category segments posted in real time for fans at 
home and at the Expo to see how riders are fairing along these sub-races.  

Q/KOMs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690593 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29787770 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690578 

Q/KOSs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690665 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29791392 
https://www.strava.com/segments/29791335 

Q/KODs: 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25663082 
https://www.strava.com/segments/32624460 
https://www.strava.com/segments/25690881 



Borrowing from the Grand Tour dynamics that their multiple categories provide within 
the overall race, the BWR has several categories that riders can vie for: Sprinter (green 
jersey), Queen/King of the Mountain (red/white wa!e dot jersey), Queen/King of the Dirt 
(orange jersey), Hardman/Hardwoman (most aggressive or strongest contributor/blue 
jersey), GC (overall General Classification winner/yellow jersey), the Attaqeur Award 
(most aggressive), the kUDOs Award (the most giving and spirited rider in honor of our 
fallen friend, Udo Heinz/white jersey).  

There are three-timed QOM/KOM Strava segments combined for each of these 
categories: Sprint, Mountain, Dirt. Riders must post their ride to Strava in order to 
participate. Riders with the lowest combined times (per Strava) for these segments will 
be determined the winners. In the event of a tie on time, the rider who finished first of 
those tied will take the honor.  

The GC/Yellow Jersey goes to the female and male winners of the BWR. There is a total 
prize purse of cash and prizes of $5,500 for the top three on both genders, plus 45+ 
Masters for the Wa!e. 

The Hardman/Hardwoman, Attaqeur and  kUDOs distinctions are determined by fellow 
riders, who will vote or provide anecdotal evidence after the ride. If you witness 
someone being naughty or nice, please tell the BWR o#cials.  

HOW DO THE CATEGORY RESULTS WORK? 



Wa!e Finishers will also receive:  

750ml Lost Abbey BWR BADASS Ale (trophy) Bragging rights  

Wafer Finishers will also receive:  

750ml Lost Abbey BWR KAKABOULET Ale (trophy) Bragging rights  

Category Winners will receive:  

Custom Category Winner's Shirt  

BWR Winner's Sunglasses  

BWR Belgian Ale Chalice  

BWR Engraved Nixon Watch 

Top Three Overall (GC) Female and Male Finishers receive:  

PRO Women:  
 
1st -  $1,000 
2nd - $750 
3rd - $500 

Top Three Masters (40+) Female & Male Finishers receive: 

Women: 
 
1st - $250 
2nd - $150 
3rd - $100  

PRO Men: 
 
1st -  $1,000 
2nd - $750 
3rd - $500 

Men: 
 
1st - $250 
2nd - $150 
3rd - $100 



PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES 
There will be several places on the course where riders will need to tighten 
their butts and suck in their guts for the camera. These strategically placed 
purviews along the course will allow the BWR Shutterbugs from FinisherPix 
to capture riders in their full glory, whether it’s face planting in the sand, 
popping at wheelie at the top of the Muur or smiling brightly along Tolweg.  

It is our endeavor this year to capture as many smiling faces and then share 
them with all riders via photo galleries that will be posted online almost 
immediately after the event. (Photos of water crossing failures, double 
peak, smiling riders, riders popping wheelies, dirty faced riders)  

Riders can access the photos here: 

BWR UTAH: https://www.finisherpix.com/en/event/4679/"



THE BWR EVENT RULES  
1. All Entrants must line up in the "o#cial" start line area – Entrants may not start in front of this area; 
2. All Entrants must properly enter the Start lineup, and may not cut in line, climb over barricades, or in any other way 

improperly enter the Start area; 
3. All Entrants must properly wear a CPSC-approved helmet;  
4.  All Entrants must not cross a solid yellow line, whether double, or single on their side of the road (a no-passing zone); 
5.  All Entrants must show and practice good sportsmanship – un- sportsmanlike conduct of any kind is prohibited;  
6.  All Entrants must obey Police, Bike Patrol or other Event O#cials;  
7.  No Entrant may ride with, or receive support from, unregistered cyclists (bandits); 
8.  No Entrant may draft, hold onto, or catch a ride in any motorized vehicle;  
9.  No entrant may utilize a motorized or power-assisted bicycle nor may a bicycle have such devices attached. All bicycles 
must be powered solely by human force; unless entered into the e-bike category.  
10.  All Entrants must cycle the full o#cial route, as described on the o#cial route map. Entrants may not short cut the 
o#cial route, and are responsible for knowing and following the o#cial route; 
11.  All Entrants must stay behind, and not pass, the lead vehicle;  
12.  All Entrants must wear their rider numbers, which must be easily visible; 13.  Headsets covering or blocking both ears 
are prohibited, i.e., I-pod-type stereos or other devices; 
14.  Aero-type and other similar auxiliary handlebars are prohibited. This includes "tri-bikes" with otherwise unremovable 
aero bars. Please remove them prior to the ride [no tribikes].  
15.  All Entrants must depart the start line of the Event before the last o#cial vehicle (trail vehicle) has left the start line; 
16.  All Entrants must show courteous behavior to Volunteers, Event O#cials, and Police, and obey their instructions while 
refraining from passing lead vehicles anywhere along the route, especially the Neutral Zone at the beginning;  
17.  All Entrants must obey tra#c control o#cers & personnel, and tra#c control devices & signs, unless otherwise 
directed by an O#cial; 
18. All Entrants must read & know Utah State bicycle laws, and yield to emergency vehicles, even if the road is closed;  
19. All Entrants must give the right of way to other road users, including bicycles & motor vehicles, when legally required to; 
20.  All Entrants must stay to the right of cones at intersections unless directed otherwise by Police or Event O#cial(s); 
21.  All Entrants must bicycle single file, when possible unless the road is closed to motor vehicle tra#c (any road closures 
will be announced on Event day), or a police escort is provided; 
22.  Support crews/non-O#cial vehicles may meet and provide support to their Entrant(s) from the side of the road but 
may not follow Entrants on the Route nor provide rolling support; 
23.  Any Entrant riding after sunset (7:26 p.m.) must have legal lighting: A white headlight visible at least 500 feet ahead 
and a red rear reflector, preferably 2’ or more in diameter;  
24.  All Entrants who drop out of the event must notify an Event O#cial, by informing an Aid Station Director or calling the 
Event Hotline phone number. Be sure to give your rider number; 619-408-1650 
25.  Entrants not finishing the course by 8:00 p.m. will not be o#cial finishers but can continue on the route as long as they 
have the legal lighting on their bikes to be riding after sundown;  
26.  All Entrants must follow these steps at the Finish line: 1) Slow down after you pass the finish line under the banner, 2) 
Allow the finish chute crew to check your o#cial rider number, 3) exit the finish chute. 
27.  Rule Enforcement & Procedures: 1) Police, Event O#cials, and Bike Patrol will identify any Entrant who violates tra#c 
laws or Event rules for possible disqualification. 2) Those so identified will be reported to the Rules/Results Committee, 
who will investigate and deal with each violation on a case-by- case basis, imposing penalties, including disqualification, as 
indicated. 3) Any Entrant may report rules violations and present supporting evidence at the Registration booth/tent at the 
Finish Line. All such reports must be in writing and must be turned in within 15 minutes of the posting of the event results 
or by 7:00 pm the day of the Event, whichever is later.  
28.  Belgian Wa!e Ride is finished at 8:00 p.m. local time and all course support will be closed. Any Entrants still on the 
Route will be asked to stop and will be afforded transportation to the Finish line by Event O#cials and/or event volunteers.  
29.  Entrants are solely responsible for all their items of personal belongings. The event is NOT responsible for any items of 
personal belongings whatsoever, whether lost, stolen, placed at a Feed Zone or information station, placed with an O#cial 
or volunteer, or misplaced. Do not leave your belongings with any volunteers, staff or o#cials. DO NOT LEAVE YOUR 
BELONGINGS UNATTENDED.  
30.  The BWR will not be canceled or postponed. It will go on through rain, sleet, snow or heat wave – Be Prepared!  



FAQ  
HOW CAN I VOLUNTEER FOR SUCH A FUN EVENT, SINCE I CANT RIDE?  

How many volunteers does a special event like this require? The answer is way 
more than you can imagine and thus we are humbly seeking your contribution 
to this most unique event... please contact jim@monumentsofcycling.com to 
become a valuable member of the team and get free swag, food, beer and the 
feeling of warmth only being in service to others can provide.  

WHERE CAN I FIND EVENT UPDATES?  

Information will be emailed out to our email list. Additionally, all information 
can be found and accessed on our website at https://belgianwa!eride.bike  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Belgianwa!eride  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/belgianwa!eride 

Unroad UNLTD Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/unroadunltd/ 

Unroad UNLTD YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/UnroadUNLTD 

CAN I DO THE EVENT ON MY MOUNTAIN BIKE?  

The event is possible on a variety of bicycles including mountain, road, gravel, 
tandem and ElliptiGO—but choose your weapon wisely and a good gravel bike 
like the Canyon Grail is recommended.  



HOW DO I KNOW IF THE WAFFLE IS TOO MUCH FOR ME TO SWALLOW?  

We're gonna tell you right now, it's probably too much for you to take on, honestly. 
Sorry. Sure, it's only something like 213-km, but most of the race will be in dirt, 
rocks, sand, water or gravel. Only 70% of starters might finish the event because 
they either don't have anyone to ride behind, flat too many times or in most cases, 
just didn't train enough.  

We recommend getting out and doing some 10-hour rides with as much climbing 
and dirt as possible, so you can really see if your body is up to such a challenge. Add 
in lots of riding over rocks, through water, popping a wheelie and fixing flat tires.  

IS THE WAFER REALLY ONLY HALF AS FILLING?  

The Wafer is a bit harder than doing half of the Wa!e. Its dirt-to-road ratio is a tad 
lower, and the course is longer than half the Wa!e. In short, the Wafer is a tough 
day on the bike... for anyone.  

WHAT OF I CHANGE MY MIND ON HOW MUCH I CAN STOMACH? 

Have no fear, we can always move you from the Wa!e start line to the Wafer 
until the day before the event, and we won't even post about it, make fun of you, 
or otherwise tease you for biting off more than you can chew. So many people 
do it—hopefully not you, though—that there will be a line of Wa!e to Wafer 
contenders at reg (heads hanging in shame). Just kidding about that last bit.  



WHAT KIND OF BIKE SHOULD I RIDE?  

The kind of Canyon bike you ride will depend on the type of rider you are and how 
comfortable you are in the dirt and during long races. The uniqueness of the BWR 
is that it really causes great consternation as to what weapon to bring to the fight. 
Too much bike/rubber can zap you. Too little, and the rocks, sand, gravel and water 
will make you suffer or flat.  

Keep in mind, the BWR was conceived in part as an answer to the Freddie 
Freeloaders who can be found sitting in on group rides until a sprint happens... 
they're just not respectable. Those Freddies won't be found at the BWR, but yes, 
you are right, that has nothing to do with the bike you should ride.  

On race day, you will notice there are road bikes with 34mm tires and skinny, very 
fast-looking humanoids atop them; there'll be plenty of Canyon Enduraces that will 
devour the course from the front.  

But finding the perfect Gravel bike is all about working out what your requirements 
are—where you ride and how you ride determines what bike will perform best. 
That’s why Canyon has come up with the Canyon Gravel Spectrum, which covers 
everything from e#cient all-road bikes to capable mountain bike hardtails. Which 
Gravel bike is right for you?  

WEAPONRY



Endurace 

 
The Endurace blends blazingly-fast speed and all-day comfort in an e#cient 
package—from silky smooth asphalt to the occasional dirt foray—to crush climbs, 
dabble in dirt, and ride until the sun goes down. 

Grail 

 
With the Grail, you can cover huge distances over mixed terrain at speed with 
stable-yet-agile handling to keep you in control at road-bike speeds and all- 
terrain grip.



Grizl 

 
The Grizl brings tough Swiss Army Knife functionality to Canyon’s proven 
performance DNA. The result is a Gravel bike that’s at home on rough terrain and 
ready for real adventure.  

Inflite 

 
What do you call a bike that boasts several cyclocross World Championship 
titles and a host of features that help you drop the competition en route to the 
podium? You call it the Inflite. 

The bike you should ride is the one you are most comfortable on for both road 
and unroad. After all, the BWR is a unroad race; a spring classic that's long 
with devilish sectors to make you question your weapon, again and again. 



Choose Your Canyon with OpiCure Foundation and Monuments of Cycling 

OpiCure Foundation has teamed up with Monuments of Cycling, to launch 
their charitable fundraising campaign in support of raising awareness on the 
Opioid Epidemic." 

Together, MoC and OpiCure want to raise awareness about the opioid crisis by 
using the BWR gravel events to showcase the power of the bicycle across the 
United States. OpiCure Foundation is built around a strong team, including 
stand-out cyclists and founders, Cullen and Gri#n Easter. The medical 
advisory board includes top addiction doctors and the cycling advisory board 
includes some of America’s top cycling names, Chris Horner and Howard 
Grotts. To learn more about OpiCure Foundation, visit their website! 

Proceeds of this charitable fundraiser will go directly towards supporting 
OpiCure Foundations awareness campaign and "Rider in Recovery" programs. 
Part of this program is sponsoring one individual in recovery to attend and 
complete the Belgian Wa!e Ride quadruple crown. 

Our goal is to raise $50K. The fundraiser ends of September 24, 2022 at 3PM 
MST.$The winner will be announced September 24, 2022 at 3PM MST at the 
BWR Cedar City, Utah podium ceremony. 

How to enter:$Click here! 

$10 donation$= 1 entry 

$20 donation = 3 entries 

$1,000 donation = 150 entries 

The winner of the "Choose Your Canyon" charitable drawing campaign will 
receive a $4,000 credit towards any Canyon bike!" 

Donate before September 24, 2022 at 3PM MST to be entered to win."



COME HANG WITH TJ EISENHART  
AND THE ALMSTHRE CREW

EVERY RIDER  
RECEIVES A  
CUSTOM BWR  
ALMSTHRE BAG! 



GET YOUR KOO BWR SPECTROS NOW!



Just like your Canyon bike decision, the IRC tire choice is critical... even more 
so. In fact, tire choice and air pressure are the two most critical decisions you 
will have for race day. If your bike is the sword, your tires are the shield. Too 
little shield, you flat or fall over or get stabbed. Too much shield and your 
sword becomes more unwieldy.  

Fortunately, the BWR has IRC as its o#cial tire partner. IRC has an incredible 
array of tires to choose from for your weapon. They can prove to be the best 
protection you can afford yourself come judgment day.  

The last BWR UT was ridden on everything from 32mm to 57mm tires. This 
year, most pro riders will end up rolling 38mm or 42mm Doublecross,.  

You can choose between a host of tires depending on how comfortable you are 
in the dirt (as in you race ‘cross as a cat 1) or your bike's ability to accommodate 
either wider or taller tires. Your tire choice may be affected by what your bike 
can roll with.   

IRC's Formula Pro Tubeless Series features the optimal tire for those looking to 
ride in the front of the peloton. IRC has every possible option for you from the 
lightest, most durable 23mm tubeless tires to 2.25" indestructible MTB tires.  

WHICH IRC TIRES SHOULD I ROLL? 

WHICH IRC TIRES SHOULD I ROLL? 



Spinergy wheels are built & designed for the variable routes, the offroads, and 
the “unroads” of the Belgian Wa!e Ride. To"commemorate"Spinergy being the 
o#cial wheel sponsor, we are introducing our Special Edition Spinergy GXX 
“BWR” wheel, with custom graphics and a beautiful blue anodized hub with BWR 
branding. We are built for this. You are built for this.$ 

The King of Gravel"includes our new and improved hub design, the "44" hub. A 
Beefier hub with bigger internals, featuring 108 points of engagement, help you 
generate more torque and transfer of power for out of saddle efforts. We 
upgraded to a 44mm ratchet rings and offer compatibility with Shimano Micro 
Spline 12-speed and Campagnolo Ekar 13-speed groupset. The "44" hub has been 
updated with a slip-fit system to easily swap out end caps to accommodate, 
15mm,12mm or QR axles, helping you "future-proof" your wheelset." 

The Spinergy GXX carbon gravel wheelset features a 24mm internal width, which 
accommodates a wide range of tire sizes ranging from 32mm to 56mm wide. 
Giving you optimal performance with lateral stiffness and improved cornering 
stability. Built with our patented PBO spokes to reduce rider fatigue, improve 
acceleration, and a smoother ride. 



Monuments of Cycling has partnered with Le Bon Wagon to create a NEW BWR 
collection for the remaining 2022 events. There are jerseys, bib shorts, and 
vests, plus BWR gear for all Wa!eurs - shirts, hats, arm warmers, sweaters,  
beanies, and hoodies." 

We are so excited about this collaboration!"The collection took its inspiration 
from the"Belgian National Team Colors"and what’s been crafted are classic 
designs for Belgian bliss. 

Check out the gear here.

BELGIAN WAFFLE RIDE MERCHANDISE





IS THERE ON-COURSE SUPPORT?  
One of the great features of the Belgian Wa!e Ride is the sheer amount of 
support the race receives from BWR Staff, Event Partners who own all the Feed 
Zones, volunteers, teams, colleges, fraternities, sororities, schools and bike-
minded people who want to give back to the community. You will find these lively 
Tifosi all over the course on race day. There are seven Feed Zones on the Wa!e 
course (3 for Wafer) to help get riders the proper Hydration and food requirements 
from Hammer Nutrition to finish the event, all of them manned by volunteers 
giving their time to make your experience the best ever. We will also have Hyland’s 
Anti-Cramping Tablets at Feed Zones to help riders make it to the finish.  

There will be on-course support vans out on the course, roving throughout all the 
waves. There will also be Wrench House roving mechanics on e-bikes throughout 
the unroad sectors. These mechanics will have most everything with them to help 
stranded cyclists who choose the wrong weapon or shield. 



THINGS TO AVOID?  
As with any race day, don't try something new. If you haven't tested it out, don't 
try it on race day. That goes for the tires as much as it does for the food you 
eat and the things you drink.  WE HOPE YOU’VE BEEN PRACTICING YOUR 
WAFFLE EATING! 

Additionally, don't get in over your head at the beginning by going out too fast. 
It's a long day, so pace yourself. You have all day to pass people who cut you 
off on the single track on the first dirt sector. Hold your rage in and when you 
finally pass them later on, tell ‘em to hold your wheel as you slowly, yet firmly 
throttle the hell out of the next dirt section. In short, don't get emotional; stay 
smart. Often times, in the dirt, you will find the need to GO SLOW TO GO FAST, 
which essentially means staying upright at the places that require a little 
extra care to navigate. There's a lot of those sections in the BWR.  

Mostly, go slow on the downhill dirt sectors, especially Down Kanarra .There 
will be signs, but please note you need to go down all dirt hills SLOWLY.  



HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COURSES?  

The first time the o#cial course will be revealed in detail with explicit instructions 
and insights is at the Friday night movie event at the Warehouse on September 23, 
2022. Everyone is encouraged to attend. The media and pros will all be at this 
event. We will have pro interviews and mingling. The course will be revealed in 
great detail for all those in attendance of this special event. 

You can also learn more about possible sectors by following this account on 
Strava.  

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/40668671

Waffle Course Wafer Course



WHAT IF I DO NOT LIKE WAFFLES?  

Blasphemy! Trick question as even though the Belgian Wa!e Ride will make you 
cringe and suffer, everyone loves wa!es!  

HOW MANY WAFFLES SHOULD I EAT?  

The average amount of calories burned over the course of the Belgian Wa!e Ride 
equates to seven Double-Double burgers, four cheeseburgers, two chocolate 
shakes and three orders of animal style fries or a total of 9,140 calories. In terms of 
wa!es, you would need to consume more than 30 wa!es from the Gear Grinder 
Grill in order to not have a calorie deficit on race day. We recommend about three 
before and, sure, bring one along for the ride. You will also note when you return—
70% of the riders who start the BWR actually finish—that nothing goes better with 
a Lost Abbey Belgian Ale than a Belgian wa!e from Gear Grinder Grill (except for 
maybe bacon, but you can have that, too). 



AM I ALLOWED PERSONAL SUPPORT ON THE COURSE?  

For safety and fairness, no one is allowed rolling support during the ride from 
uno#cial people and riders are not allowed to ride with other riders who are not 
registered participants. You CAN get a hand-up from someone standing on the 
course. 

We've had people jump in vans during the race and get driven up to the leaders 
before (yes, we know who they are). We've had people hold on to the back of a truck 
on certain climbs (yes, we know who they are). We've had imbecilic drivers take 
their vans on the dirt sections of the course and nearly take out riders during the 
race just so they could help their friends cheat (yes, we know who they are).  

If you are seen getting any support from non-o#cial vehicles, you will be DQed on 
the spot. We encourage the riders out on the course to also share with us any 
dubious activities they witness. Riders who break these rules will also suffer the 
ignominy of being exposed to the throngs of revelers at the awards ceremony. 



+ If it does rain, the course terrain could be altered a little, but don't worry about 
it. Do worry about your bike's ability to have mud accumulate in the fork or rear 
wheel well and still roll. Clearance will be critical.  

+ Wrench House and many others will be providing neutral support on the road 
and unroad portions of the route. There will be multiple vehicles, plus we will have 
additional support vehicles, filming and providing rolling assistance. 

+ The leaders will have o#cial vehicles escorting them through the intersections.  

+ All tra#c laws must be obeyed unless directed by an o#cer. Riders should ride 
as far to the right as safe to do. Crossing over the double yellow line is cause for 
immediate disqualification.  

+ Be courteous to all your fellow riders. Point things out. Communicate. Be 
friendly. Share the work. Enjoy meeting people and show them your best side. 

+ Packet Pick-Up for registration is from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm on Friday, 
September 23. YOU WILL NEED A PHOTO ID to redeem your packet. Sorry, your 
friend can't pick your things up for you, but they can share your beer.  

LAST REMINDERS 

• The winner of this year's event will take around 6 hours and thirty minutes to 
complete the course. This means for most it's an 10-, 12- or 15-hour day on the 
bike. The o#cial cut off time will be 8:00 pm, allowing over 12-and-half-hours to 
o#cially finish.  

• The tires you are thinking of riding may not be wide enough, get some IRCs. 
Whether you go with knobby 36mm or even wider tires, IRC will be at the BWR 
Expo for you.  

• There are many dirt sections you need to go slow down. There will be signs of 
CAUTION, but just take each one of these sections slowly. 

• There are seven o#cial Feed Zones, with tons of hydration and food products 
from Hammer Nutrition, as well as myriad other food like substances bananas, 
cookies and salty things, plus water and Cokes. No one should go hungry or 
thirsty. Remember this is as much an eating contest as it is a bike race. Fuel 
yourself accordingly. Waiting to the Oasis never works out well, but there is 
usually bacon there. 



WHAT IF I HAVE TO DROP OUT?  

There will be a phone number for you to call on your race bib if you are 
stranded. This is the phone number: 619-408-1650 

Bring your phone with you on the ride.  

There is also a SAG Wagon to pick up riders and transport them back to the 
finish.  

WHAT HAPPENS IF I FLAT?  

We think the question is, "What happens when I flat?"  

Be prepared to change your own tires, but we will have so many mechanics 
and on-course race support that you should be back rolling in no time. Make 
sure you are rolling the IRC tires for best results.  



WHERE ARE THE FEED ZONES?  

They are strategically located at seven locations on the Wa!e course             
(three for Wafer), except for the first one, they are usually every 20 miles               
or less. As the course wears on, the Feed Zones become more frequent. 

Feed Zones will have Hammer hydration & gels, and water, plus all sorts of 
different food-like substances. Some stations will have Coke and salty 
substances, like pretzels. All stations will have enough water and Hammer 
Nutrition for all.  

I'M NEW TO THIS GAME, IS THERE ANY ADVICE YOU CAN SHARE WITH ME?  

Run, run away now. Either that or roll away now. Roll as often as you can, through 
dirt, rocks, gravel, even cacti, just to prepare yourself for the mayhem of the 
BWR. Make sure to eat and drink more often than you think you should and start 
consuming early. Be friendly to everyone, especially all the volunteers who are 
out there giving their time to help you have the best experience.  






